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Summary
In one of the first genetic screens aimed at identifying
induced developmental mutants, Nadine DobrovolskaõÈa-
ZavadskaõÈa, working at the Pasteur Laboratory in the
1920s, isolated and characterized a mutation affecting
Brachyury, a gene that regulates tail and axial develop-
ment in the mouse. DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa's analysis
of Brachyury and other mutations affecting tail develop-
ment were among the earliest attempts to link gene action
with a tissue-specific developmental process in a verte-
brate. Her analyses of genes that interacted with Brachy-
ury led to the discovery of the t-haplotype chromosome of
mouse. After 70 years, Brachyury and the multiple genes
with which it interacts continue to occupy a prominent
focus in developmental biology research. A goal of this
review is to identify the contributions that DobrovolskaõÈa-
ZavadskaõÈa made to our current thinking about Brachyury
and how she helped to shape the dawn of the field of
developmental genetics. BioEssays 23:365±371, 2001.
ß 2001 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

Introduction

From the rediscovery of Mendel's laws by De Vries and others

in 1900 to the ongoing efforts of the multiple genome projects,

biological research in the twentieth century has been largely

dominated by studies aimed at understanding how the chara-

cteristics of living organisms are regulated by a genetic code.

The study of how genetic alterations produce variant forms

within a species and contribute to the evolution of species has

found a focus in the resurgence of the integrative discipline of

developmental genetics.(1±4)

In some regards, the origin of the modern era of vertebrate

developmental genetics can be traced to studies of a gene Ð

Brachyury Ð that controls tail development. A loss-of-function

mutation in the mouse Brachyury gene was first described in

detail by Nadine DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa,(5) who isolated it

in the course of a screen for induced developmental mutants.

In heterozygous state, the Brachyury mutation results in mice

with short tails; in homozygous state, the mutation is lethal,

resulting in embryos that lack the notochord and posterior

mesoderm.(6) The remarkable position of the Brachyury gene

in the history of developmental genetics is underscored by its

continued study into the present time. Perhaps because of its

pivotal role in regulating the development of the notochord, the

defining feature of the vertebrate, the Brachyury gene was

the focus of one of the earliest positional cloning efforts in the

mouse.(7) Similarly, the striking phenotype of the Brachyury

mutant meant that, once a homologous mutant was recovered

in the zebrafish, where it is called no tail, it became one of

the first zebrafish mutants to be characterized in detail(8) and

the first zebrafish mutation to be molecularly identified.(9)

Here, we revisit the origins of studies of the Brachyury gene,

examining the contributions of Nadine DobrovolskaõÈa-Za-

vadskaõÈa (1878±1954), whose work formalized a link between

genes and development. Although her discovery of Brachyury
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is often cited, it is likely that few contemporary researchers are

familiar with the published works of DobrovolskaõÈa-Zavads-

kaõÈa. Our goal is to review the nature of the contributions of the

first proponent of the importance of Brachyury, and in doing so

we hope to rediscover some perspectives on the forces, ideas,

and people who shaped the dawn of the field of developmental

genetics.

Russia (1878±1920)

Although very little is known about the early years of

DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa, her professional life in Russia

and her later scientific pursuits in France were sculpted by

ideological revolutions that dominated the early 20th century.

Nadine DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa, as she was known in

the Institute Curie in Paris, was born in Kiev as Nadezhda

(meaning ``Hope'') Aleksandrovna DobrovolskaõÈa (meaning

``Good-willed''). She studied medicine in St. Petersburg and

became a surgeon. Through marriage to A.M Zavadsky

(1879±194?) she entered a family of biologists, and it is thus

likely she was exposed to the emerging concepts of genetics

early in her career. Zavadsky was a biologist at the Kazan

University before the Russian Revolution. After the Revolution

he worked in Samarkand (now Uzbekistan) and after the

Second World War in Kishinev (now Kishiney), Moldavia. His

nephew, K.M. Zavadsky became a professor of plant biology

at the Leningrad University (E.I. Kolchinsky, personal com-

munication). Since she kept the family name of her husband

until the end of her life, she probably never married again. It

seems that, at the end of her life, she discussed plans to

pass all her archives to the USSR Academy of Sciences in

Leningrad and may have even succeeded in this endeavor,

since very few papers about her still exist in the archives of

the Institute Curie (Ilana LoÈwy, personal communication).

Unfortunately, the search for her archives in Saint-Petersburg

has been fruitless (E.I. Kolchinsky, personal communication),

and her scientific achievements remain unrecognized in her

motherland.

When the First World War started, she worked in military

hospitals until 1917, when the Revolution dramatically

changed the fate of Russia and all Russians. Soon after

the Revolution, the Civil War began between the followers of

the old tsarist regime, the ``Whites'', and the followers of the

bolsheviks, the ``Reds''. At this point, many Russians were

forcibly conscripted into the services of one side or the other.

How DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa came to serve during the civil

war is unknown but, at its conclusion, she was working in the

White Army hospitals of General Wrangel on the Crimean

Peninsula. Surrounded by the Black Sea, this was the last

fortress of the Whites in the European part of Russia. When

Wrangel was defeated in Crimea in 1920, DobrovolskaõÈa-

ZavadskaõÈa left Russia and went into exile. Like many other

Russian emigres of this era, she fled to Paris, arriving there via

Turkey and Egypt.

France (1921±1954)

In Paris DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa initiated a new scientific

career at the age of 43. On the First of October 1921, she

joined Professor Claudius Regaud at the Pasteur Labora-

tory.(10) The Pasteur Laboratory was established jointly by the

Institute Pasteur and the Institute of Radium (currently the

Institute Curie) to study the biological effects of radioactivity,

making it one of the first research institutions committed to

radiobiological studies. Her first published works from this

period described the effects of X-rays on muscle and testicular

tissues.(11,12) However, soon she turned her attention to the

questions of whether radiation effects could be transmitted

hereditarily in mice and the organ-specific role of genes in

development and cancer.

The new direction of her studies was a natural outgrowth of

the times and her immediate surroundings. In the first two

decades of the century, the widespread applicability of the

laws of Mendel had been confirmed, the gene as the unit of

inheritance had been established and, in 1916, Bridges(13) had

provided concrete evidence that chromosomes were the

subcellular structures that carried the hereditary information,

thereby confirming the hypotheses of Boveri and Sutton. By

the early 1920s, there was intense interest in determining the

nature of the gene, establishing the types of characteristics

that were governed by genes, and examining how genetic

variation might contribute to evolution. To better understand

the types of phenotypic changes brought about by gene

mutations, a number of pioneering scientists attempted to

generate genetic variants at measurable frequencies in the

laboratory under controlled conditions. In the early 1920s,

Mavor,(14±16) Bagg and Little,(17) and Nadson and Philippov(18)

attempted to induce mutations with X-irradiation in fruit flies,

mice, and fungi, respectively. Although the results of these

early efforts were ambiguous, DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa

appreciated their importance and the potential implications

of their success.(19,20) Given her mentor's work over the

previous 15 years on the nature of the effects of irradiation on

the viability and developmental potential of germ cells,(21,22)

she was well-situated to develop her own research program in

the field. As she testified herself: ``In 1923 Professor Regaud

directed my attention to the desirability of studying the influ-

ence of the modifications produced by X-rays in the testicles

on heredity in mice, and I have since been pursuing this

inquiry''.(20) What followed was one of the first successful

genetic screens for developmental mutants, the analyses of

which would occupy DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa's studies for

the next 10 years.

In her initial studies, DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa irradiated

48 male and 2±3 female mice and recovered offspring from 35

of the treated animals.(19,20) Using a combination of back-

crosses and brother±sister matings she produced about 3000

mice across three or four generations of breeding. Among

these crosses, she found evidence for the inheritance of only
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two clear-cut mutant phenotypes, waltzing and short-tail. She

established true-breeding lines of waltzing, which she con-

cluded was due to a recessive viable mutation, but she was

unable to establish a true-breeding line that produced only

short-tail offspring. She demonstrated that short-tail was

caused by a dominant mutation,(19,23) which she called T.(24)

Intercrosses between T/� heterozygotes yielded a 2:1 ratio of

mutant to wild-type progeny, and had a small but significant

reduction in litter size.(20,23) Noting the previous work of

Cuenot in 1905(25) and Castle and Little in 1910(26) with lethal

mutations in mice, she surmised that the deviation from a

Mendelian ratio of progeny types resulted from the fact that the

T mutation was lethal when homozygous. In support of this

hypothesis she found that approximately one-fourth of the

dissected conceptuses from breedings between heterozy-

gotes contained degenerated fetuses.(23) Thus, by 1930,

DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa's work had solidly established the

genetics of the T mutation. It was not until the work in L.C.

Dunn's laboratory of Paul Chesley in 1935(6) and later Salome

Gluecksohn-Schoenheimer in 1944(27) that the developmental

defect leading to death of the T/T homozygotes was even-

tually clarified.

Despite its dominant effects, DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa

interpreted the T mutation as causing loss of function of the

Brachyury gene, going so far as to suggest that perhaps ``the

rays produced....a kind of inactivation or elimination of a small

portion of chromatin''.(20) This intuitive interpretation was

confirmed after the gene had been cloned, when it was shown

that the original T mutation was a deletion of 160±200 kbp.(7)

Chasing the tail: the roles of genes

in development

DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa was fascinated by the tail pheno-

type and she went about studying it with a surgeon's precision,

employing radiographic analyses to measure quantitatively

the form and number of vertebrae that were produced in the

offspring of her mice.(28) Her meticulous analyses together

with her naturalist penchant for asking whether similar

mutations were already segregating in mice populations led

her to recover from laboratory stocks and mice in the wild a

variety of existing mutations that affected tail development.

Some of these, such as kinked tail (probably the FuKi

mutation), which she recovered from laboratory stocks, had

effects independent of the action of the T mutation on mice;(27)

others, such as the tailless mutation, which she recovered

from a wild mouse trapped in Spain, expressed their tail effects

only when present in combination with T.(29±32) From her

analyses of the tail mutants, DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa

formulated theories about the role of the T gene in develop-

ment. She viewed the T gene as a primary determinant of the

development of the spine and tail; the T mutation itself was a

factor that caused an organ-specific ``non-viable character'', to

be contrasted with mutations that acted as general lethal

factors.(5,19,20) Furthermore, she interpreted her findings as

indicating that, whereas T might be one of the few primary

determinants of the development of the tail organ, a large set of

genes function to modify the character or form of the tail.(28)

Without a clear resolution of the problem, she attempted to fit

these genes into a model to account for the evolution of tailed

and tailless species. The theoretical importance of the

Brachyury mutation in her view was clear: ``..the ``short tail''

mutation, which concerns the organ with differentiated struc-

ture gives us a chance to ask the question of which genetic

mechanism assures the consistency of ontogenetic develop-

ment of a formation such as the tail. The morphological study of

deviations from the normal type has allowed a new hypothesis

to be formed, according to which there would be genes or

special regulatory centers for the specific size, and for the

formative dispositions of the organ. These main regulatory

genes would be functioning in collaboration with accessory

and modifying genes'' (our emphasis).(28) In contemporary

terms, she made the distinction between the functions of

genes that specify the development of a structure and those

that regulate its growth or shape characteristics. For example,

we might imagine that genes that initiate formation of a limb

would be conserved between mouse, bat, and whale, but

genes that regulate growth and morphogenesis of the limb

are likely to have diverged, if only in terms of quantitative

parameters.(33)

Although her emphasis on the specificity of gene action

during development is widely embraced today, it was a

novel and undervalued insight at the time. As noted by

many historians and workers in the field of developmental

genetics,(34±36) for much of this century there was a nearly

complete separation between the study of gene action and the

study of cell behavior during embryonic development. Re-

conciliation of the profound intellectual chasm between these

two disciplines came about slowly, largely as a consequence

of the use of mutants to study developmental processes in

Drosophila.

Whereas the short-tail mutant formed the springboard for

DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa's ideas that individual genes act

with great tissue specificity to guide developmental processes,

her ability to proselytize on behalf of the mutant led to its use for

many additional purposes. In France, Boris Ephrussi estab-

lished the cell-lineage-specific lethal action of Brachyury.(37,38)

At Columbia University, Paul Chesley's work with the mutant

helped to elucidate the inductive influences of the notochord in

mouse development. Specifically, Chesley suggested that the

neural tube and somite defects seen in Brachyury mutants

arose secondarily to loss of the notochord. He concluded that:

``abnormality of the notochord is one of the more fundamental

of the disorders involved, and that the condition of the neural

tube is either wholly or in part due to the abnormality of the

notochord''.(6) This remarkable insight has been confirmed

many times over the past decade (reviewed in Refs. 39 and
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40). Similarly, Dunn and Gluecksohn-Schoenheimer showed

that urogenital defects were seen commonly in T-bearing ani-

mals, suggesting that this defect was secondary to a loss of

posterior notochord development.(41) In the zebrafish too, the

Brachyury mutant, no tail, has been used to show the roles of

the notochord in influencing the differentiation of the neighbor-

ing mesoderm and nervous system and establishing left/right

asymmetries in the body.(8,42±44) Thus from shortly after its

initial characterization to the present time, analyses of the

Brachyury mutant have had significant influence on thinking in

developmental biology.(45)

Mutant tails lead to complexes

DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa recovered several tail mutations

and T-interacting factors that were linked to T, leading her to

speculate as early as 1928 that the chromosomal region

containing Brachyury constituted a complex of genes regulat-

ing tail development.(19,46) From a wild mouse, she isolated a

T-interacting mutation, now called a t mutant haplotype, that

was associated with several unusual genetic behaviors, inclu-

ding effects on inheritance of the mutation (transmission dis-

tortion)(29,30) (reviewed in Refs. 31, 32, and 47). Although

breedings between mice harboring the wild ``t '' mutation did

not yield mice with aberrant tails, T/t heterozygotes lacked

tails altogether and could be used to establish a true-breeding

line of tailless offspring due to the failure of both T/T and t/t

homozygotes to develop.(48) DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa's

ideas about the nature of the t-complex were vague, being

espoused at the time that similar ideas were first emerging

from geneticists working on the Drosophila scute complex.(49±

53) DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa wrote: ``We named this com-

plex formation in the hereditary substance, corresponding to

the mutable tail in our mice, a `mutable factor', reserving the

term `gene' for the real units, or simple Mendelian characters.

For those atoms of heredity which constitute a `mutable factor'

the name of `gene elements' may be maintained. The

existence of smaller units [true genes] in our case reveals

itself in the possibility of being able to reproduce many of the

particular forms of abnormal tail in succeeding generations;

our next problem is to extract at least some of them as pure as

possible''.(20) DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa failed to make head-

way dissecting the complex of mutations harbored by the wild

``t '' chromosome, but she was sufficiently intrigued by the

importance of the problem that, as Chesley and Dunn acknow-

ledged in their papers,(48) she passed the T and t (later known

as t �) mutations to the Dunn laboratory at Columbia University

in 1933. At this point in time, DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa

and Kobozieff suspected that T and t were components of a

balanced lethal system. Chesley and Dunn described the

results of their own T/t �T/t crosses as confirming that

taillessness bred true and that these crosses produced

discernibly small litters. Further, they went on to prove that

each mutation in isolation acted as a recessive lethal.(48)

Dunn and his laboratory's descendants eventually ex-

pended large portions of their careers identifying the immense

variety of t-haplotypes that prevail in the wild, deducing the

individual functions controlled by the genes of the t-complex,

and examining the strange effects these chromosomes had on

recombination and transmission (reviewed in Refs. 31, 47, and

53). It is now clear why the analysis of the ``t mutations'' was so

difficult for DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa and Kobozieff. The t

mutations being studied involved complex chromosomal rear-

rangements covering a sizable portion of chromosome 17.

These t-haplotypes harbored multiple mutations that usually

segregated as a single inheritance unit because of the local

suppression of recombination that resulted from inversions

within the t-chromosomes. Even now, as genes responsible

for individual characteristics of t-haplotypes are being de-

fined,(54) understanding the t-complex remains a formidable

challenge for geneticists and developmental biologists.

Mouse genetics, development and cancer

In addition to her studies of the genes regulating tail

development, DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa was noted for her

contributions in mouse husbandry and cancer biology. Pre-

vious studies of the T mutation, which had been seen in

laboratory stocks prior to her work, had been confounded by

the poor viability of the short-tail animals. Perhaps because of

her life-long interest in the interactions between environment

and genes, she established rigorous standards of animal

husbandry, which resulted for the first time in a robust line of

T-bearing mice.

In 1926 she initiated a study of hereditary factors asso-

ciated with the formation of tumors in mice, a field in which she

worked continuously for almost 30 years. As for her theory of

the organ-specific action of genes in development, she sug-

gested that genes could confer cancer susceptibility in an

organ-specific manner, and she suggested the existence

of several organ-specific recessive genes in the genesis of

cancer.(55,56) She generated several lines of mice, some of

which had a high incidence of cancer and others that were

cancer-free. Her work on mammary tumors was influential.(10)

For example, her RIII line, which developed high levels of

spontaneous mammary tumors, was employed in the 1930s

and 1940s in several leading laboratories to isolate mouse

mammary carcinoma virus.(57) Through her studies of the

consequences of carcinogen application to these lines of mice,

she came to the conclusion that cancer is a multifactorial

disease that develops through a specific interaction between

external factors and genetic predispositions(55,56) (reviewed in

Ref. 58).

A promising beginning, a lasting legacy

The accomplishments and lasting influences of Nadine

DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa are truly spectacular when viewed

from any of several different vantage points. A refuge of war,
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she began her career as a ``bench scientist'' when she was a

middle-aged woman. She undertook a pioneering and unpro-

ven line of biological research and emerged with a novel way of

thinking about gene action during embryonic development.

She focused attention on a phenotype and a gene whose

cloning was described as bringing the field to ``the crossroads

of developmental genetics''.(59) She developed her insights

during an era when there was almost no intersection between

the fields of developmental mechanics and heredity, in scien-

tific environment, where the importance and applicability of the

principles of genetics were tremendously undervalued,(60) and

at a time when the contributions of women scientists worldwide

were rarely recognized and their ability to develop independent

research programs was constrained (see for example the

career of Salome Waelsch, Ref. 61). It is reasonable to

assume that some of these factors may have limited her

development as a scientist and the past recognition of her

contributions.

In addition, several factors detracted from her legacy as a

pioneering mouse geneticist. One of them was the difficulty

DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa had in interpreting the origin of the

mutations recovered in her initial mutant screen. Noting that

the only mutants she recovered were phenotypes that had

been described previously in mice, she candidly questioned

whether the mutations she isolated were induced by the

X-rays, since she found that one of the founder males carried a

natural mutation of Brachyury.(19,20,28) She was frustrated by

the low incidence of induced mutations with visible effects,

commenting that all of the early workers in the field had only

recovered sporadic mutants and that they were unable to

produce similar mutants in repeated mutagenesis experi-

ments. Indeed, even Herrmann Muller(62) in his famous paper

linking the physical action of X-rays on a gene to the induction

of mutations, summarized the field by saying: ``The work has

been done in such a way that the meaning of the data, as

analyzed from a modern genetic standpoint, has been highly

disputatious at best; moreover what were apparently the

clearest cases have given negative or contrary results on

repetition.'' It is important to realize that the fundamental

breakthrough in this area by Muller relied on procedures that

were not technically feasible in mice. Muller's brilliant experi-

ments relied on very large breeding programs that allowed him

to establish the spontaneous or background frequency of

lethal mutations in flies and thus measure the dose-dependent

induction of lethals by X-irradiation. In hindsight, it is clear that,

in the early 1920s, with the limited number of mutations

available in mice to mark the transmission of chromosomes,

small-scale mutagenesis studies could only have yielded

equivocal results. Nevertheless, DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa,

remained steadfast in her attempts to extrapolate from her

limited studies, and throughout the almost 10 years that she

worked on T, she continued to question whether irradiation

was responsible for the induction of new mutations.

More than 70 years after DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa's

discovery of Brachyury, it is impossible to resolve the question

of whether the initial Brachyury mutation was induced by X-ray

treatment. Perhaps the question should be rephrased: ``Could

irradiation have induced the original T mutation?''. The answer

is clearly positive, since multiple mutant alleles of Brachyury

have been subsequently induced in both the mouse and the

zebrafish following irradiation.(9,63,64) Like the original T allele,

the later mouse and zebrafish mutations were deletion muta-

tions with a homozygous phenotype of loss of notochord and

posterior mesodermal differentiation. It is to her credit that

DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa recognized that she could not

conclude that the T mutation was induced, given the existence

of spontaneous variants with altered tail development in her

laboratory colony.

In this brief essay, we have attempted to capture some of

the lasting aspects of the legacy of Nadine DobrovolskaõÈa-

ZavadskaõÈa. Much of DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa's work

seems richly contemporary, including her screen for develop-

mental mutants, her attempt to relate laboratory-induced

variants to variation in the wild, and her attempt to identify

hierarchical genetic interactions that govern a complex deve-

lopmental process. She was a gutsy pioneering biologist who

attacked issues of her day that were important and yet

completely unresolved. Her ideas about the organ-specific

function of T and the hierarchy of gene functions that contri-

bute to variations in adult forms are ideas that are common-

place today. Perhaps even more important to her legacy are

other qualities that have made her such a common feature in

the cited literature more than 70 years after her discovery of T.

Her insight into the significance of the mutant phenotypes

associated with T and tailless, her ability to proselytize her

results, and her willingness to share her reagents, have left us

with an extensive array of unresolved and fascinating pro-

blems, still under study today. The recent discovery of a large

family of genes related to Brachyury,(65,66) some of which, like

Brachyury, are involved in formation of the early meso-

derm,(67±71) and others of which somehow work to distinguish

forelimbs from hindlimbs,(72±74) is leading to a new series of

investigations of the primary function of Brachyury. It appears

likely that DobrovolskaõÈa-ZavadskaõÈa's short-tail mutation will

spend over 100 years as one of the centerpieces of vertebrate

developmental genetic studies.
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